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Part 4. What is the Plan for Mankind?    

 

The Creator YHWH selected another Jonah-II (91 yr. old) to “warn” an 
atheistic and evil society on the Web that our World-Civilization will 
see again a re-adjustment similar to Noah’s Flood. (2288BC - 4311 yrs.) 
Therefore will date the Kingdom of Yeshua before the Apocalypse 
and foretell that most people will die in divine Judgement as stated in 
His Torah-Bible. It was presented in many Babushka Egg Concept 
Books and Pearls, thus saving my life based on fake science like 
colored pictures of phony galaxies. During the past dozen years, the 
last seven events were wrongly calculated; today is 17 May 2023.  

 

It detailed 45 days of Daniel’s scripture during the Daleth Endtime. 
(Dan. 12:13) The Creator is repeating a Genesis story (Gen.1:14-17) 
which is related to the Second (2nd) Equinox 2023 found in my Bible.    
He stated an “Abomination” which is probably fake science, but it is 
linked to YHWH’s last job, like Satan’s “desolate set up” being judged 
with a humanized computer image on the Daleth Earth. I am trying to 
date the last event of 1335 Days from 2018 AD from Sukkot, a sacred 
day (21 September 5782) and a population spike (Pearl #126), where 
adding one month will calculate nine (9) months to the summer 
Solstice 2023.  (3yr. +7 month + 26.47days + 3.5 days)  

 
 

It will launch Yeshua’s Kingdom but on a New Hebrew calendar 
with re-assigned seven (7) Holy days between Equinoxes, which 
finishes the Apocalypse with the 120th Jubilee? (Please see the World 
Cuckoo Clock picture. (Pearl #106, page 4) Finally, I now can postulate 
the last date when Yeshua appears on a moving calendar of “Time 
cycles” after writing seven (7) events up front Part 4. It is similar to a 
recommended video, My Big Fat Greek Wedding, that overlays a 
Bible story? Let’s view the last seven events to end the Apocalypse:      

 
 

1. The heavenly Two Prophets arrived for 63 days? (day/month/yr.)   
 

2. Expect millions of Angels in spaceships reduced by1/3. (Rev. 12:4) 
 

3. A city is nuclear destroyed (Rev. 18), maybe is New York City? 
 

4. Seven (7) days of YHWH’s Wrath is postulated in Revelation. 
 

5. Satan is thrown out from Heaven chained under the Daleth Earth. 
 

6. The Apocalypse ends with many people being killed, judging 
Mankind for Good or Evil linked to a greater number of people 
not evil will receive Probation, followed by a future Resurrection 
to live forever stated in Babushka eggs of amended Pearls.  

 

7. Yeshua-Jesus will start his Kingdom in 70 days between two 
equinoxes but on a New Hebrew Calendar and once more plant a 
beautiful Garden for the resurrected Saints (1 Pet. 2:9-10, Rev. 22:3-5) 
to enjoy a new Jod Dimension. (John 5:19 - 47)  
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World Cuckoo Clock 
7,000-Year Table of Human History * 

God’s Plan for Humanity - Babushka Egg Concept Book #1  
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Seven Torah Creation Shanah cycles 
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2288 BC Noah’s Flood Destruction  
Ending of First Civilization by an asteroid  
     5 February 2287 BC (New JC calendar) 
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6 1078 BC 
490 years 8 

1004 BC  1st Temple built  

7 518 BC 490 years 7 
9 Av 588 BC 1st Temple destroyed                 
Israel preserved linked to the book of Esther. 

 

518 BC Center of History                                
(3500-year gear) 

 

588 BC                                                                          
(70-year gear) 

8 28 BC 
490 years 6 

Yeshua –Jesus the Christ   BC – AD 35  
(JC calendar correction 35yr.) 

9 AD 498 
490 years 5 

9 Av AD 70 – 2ndTemple destroyed 
(70-year  gear)  

10 AD 988 
490 years 4  

11 AD 1478 
490 years 3 

 
 

12 AD 1968 
490 years 2 

 

Reborn ISRAEL (70-year gear) 
Changing the 120th Jubilee (50-year gear) 
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(Mathew 24) 
Apocalypse Birth Pangs Warnings               

2008-2015 + (7- year gear) 

+ Daniel’s Endtime 1335 Daleth days. (Daniel 12: 11-13) 

10+4 

 

AD 2018 (1,000-year gear) 
Millennial Kingdom of Yeshua -  

King of Kings Te
th

 Fulfillment of YHWH promises to Abraham                             
Israel, the Saints and the Restoration of Earth                                

(1 Tishri 5783) Sept. 2023? -                                                                   
Next 7 yr. -Cornerstones laid of the Ezekiel Pyramid museum 

∞ 
 

(After AD 3018) - Zero Time 
New Heaven Loyal Angels 

Jod-Dimension Jo
d 

 

(After Third Civilization) - Zero Time 
New Earth Redeemed Humans - Saints 

Jod Dimension 

 
* THE WALL CHART OF WORLD HISTORY - From the Earliest times to the Present. 

Prof. Edward Hull MA. LLD. FRS. Barnes & Noble Publishing Inc. 1995 
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Part 1. What is the Plan for Mankind?  
The oldest book, the Torah-Bible revealed that the eternal invisible 
Creator YHWH desired to be become visible. He is known in His 
Creation by seven names in a Hebrew Alphabet Number System like 
1) Nissi –Refuge, Exod. 17:15-17.  2) Jireh-Provide, Gen. 22:12-14,  PS. 
23:1-2.   3) Rapho-Heals, Exod. 15:26, Matt. 9:21, 1 Pet. 2:24.  4) Shalom – 
Peace, Judg. 6:24. 5) Raah-Shepard, PS. 23:1-6.  6) Tsidkenu-Jehovah, 
Jer.  23:5, 1 Cor. 11:30.  7) Shannah-Lily, Ezek. 48:35, John 8:12, Matt. 5:14.   

Thus, His blueprint has two sides like a paradox recorded in the first 
pages of Genesis detailed in Heaven and Earth. It is similarly 
described (Pearl #213) with Resh - Emerging Head + Judgment (200 +13). 
It was designed with purpose in a suitable plan meant for Angels and 
Mankind to the Daleth and Jod Dimensions.The divine book 
explains why He created an Angel World, which became corrupted. 
Therefore, the Creator replaced it with mortals Adam and Eve at 
beginning of Life with two Trees in a Garden that signified a system 
two cycles (caterpillar-cocoon-butterfly). The other Tree will provide 
you with Eternal Life and end His story in seven days Wrath stated 
in 18 chapters of Revelation (not meant for Christians). Perhaps many 
people receive Probation after Death to populate the Jod Dimension.  

The Creator YHWH will finalize Humanity in His Torah-Bible 
written by forty (40) Prophets recording the history of Mankind. 
Perhaps a future Rotunda will exhibit and store soil from Golgotha in 
a massive golden Urn similar to the Ark of the Covenant with Ten 
Laws in stone? (Heb. 9:1-5) The prophesied dual Plan of an Angel 
World is replaced by a mortal one with 120 Jubilees across 6000 
years, completing Yeshua’s Kingdom. It is the last transfer station to 
build (3.5yr.) and light up a glass pyramid Temple (Dan. 12:10) settling 
the Apocalypse and obsolete Evil and Death for a diverse creation. 
Maybe is produced with the same infinite light energy cascading in 
three (3) arrangements like Heaven - Earth to improve an immense 
new Jod Dimension with a future eternal space City. (Rev. 21:22-27)      
Mankind is similar to molded clay vessels, one will be good, equal to 
Sainthood, but the majority of people are in the middle position will 
acquire Probation with three population spikes described in Babushka 
Egg Pearl #126. The other side is Evil and wicked (Exod. 20) causing 
the Second Death (Rev. 22:10-15) according to 10 Commandments. 
Once more, the Potter forming Life will declare & decide if a mortal 
human is good or evil. “If righteous, is resurrected and will live 
endlessly.” However most will get Probation, and if evil, will perish 
and die. Yeshua begins his Kingdom (Rev. 19:11) riding high on a 
white horse as a King, not on a donkey. A heavenly horse is linked to 
some Saints modifying genes to improved nature with divine Laws, 
like their favored pet animals to enrich life for a Jod Dimension.     
To expand divine knowledge many Prophecy verses are detailed in 
Babushka Egg concept Pearls. Look up in the sky for the arrival of the 
heavenly Two Witness Prophets with millions of angels in noisy space 
vehicles to start the Apocalypse.  A door will be open again (Rev. 4:1) in 
the solid frozen dome to announce the birth of Yeshua’s Kingdom.   
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What are Bond-Slaves & Saints? (1/2/, 2023)   
This Pearl is really a sequel of Pearl #215 which begins and ends with 
the last word in Revelation explaining what a Saint is mentioned in 
the Torah-Bible. I think the number of Saints to govern in Yeshua’s 
Kingdome and a new universe; will replace 200 million ‘evil’ Angels 
in an abyss (Rev. 9:16) with a resurrected Mankind. But divide it by 
6000 years. (200,000,000 / 6000 = 33333 / 365 = each day)  Hence worldwide 
the Creator YHWH selected 45 couples for Sainthood with different 
cultures. Like Adam & Eve were destined to rule the worlds with 
Yeshua and populate a future Jod Dimension with many families. It 
is revealed in a paradox of a Hebrew Alphabet Number System is 
linked to Resh = 200 [like insufficient] of three (3) population spikes at 
the Endtime. (Pearl #126) The Creator desired a purpose for Mankind 
so He created mortality in two cycles (caterpillar - butterfly) ending in 
a Daleth Time Dimension. It exposed humanity to Evil because of 
the corrupted Angelic realm thus is exchanged by Servants. (Rev. 1:1)   

 

The cost of a slave was established when Judas Iscariot was paid 30 
silver coins (Matt. 26:14-16) as overlaid in ordinances (Exod. 21), and 
Joseph being sold into slavery. (Gen. 38:1) Some of my friends are 
professors in theology, educated in the prevailing fake science altering 
calendars, thus they do not know how to date about the Apocalypse. 
Quoting (Deut. 18:22-23) saying if a person’s predictions don’t appear, 
he must be a false prophet maybe is an opinion of Moses? (John 8:13)  
Please check the Prophet Ezekiel, who recorded much more - 
whenever the Creator YHWH said, “son of man”. Thus many 
Christians are ignorant about what a resurrected Saint is. I hope that I 
am invited to some Saint parties on the other side linked to Dan. 7:9-14, 
Rev.19:1-10, or 21:1-8. But notice that everyone is dressed in a white 
tunic: famous people like Billy Graham or Lazarus (Luke 8:19-32) will 
lose their identity. Perhaps sufferings exposed to everyone will find a 
telephone in their pocket with direct access to the King of Kings 
Yeshua, who is making a bigger, new universe, the Jod Dimension.     

YHWH appointed once again a Jonah (II), now over 90 years old 
having survived Death many times being protected by the Creator. 
He is still writing Babushka Egg Pearls; maybe this is the last one? 
Born in Germany during Hitler, immigrated to Canada and became 
an inventor/scientist. After a complex life, he retired using a computer 
to prove a coming judgement where most evil mortals will again perish.  
The Torah-Bible and true science, which is similar to a railroad track 
with two rails made for balance. As an inventor, I was interested and 
discovered that the prophesied Apocalypse birth pangs will soon 
arrive after 4311 years, maybe after the summer-solstice 2023  

 

2023 END-TIMES PROPHECY  -   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aw2p06bgyKg     

Dating God’s Wrath is not popular because everyone is educated in 
fake science and falsified calendars. Israeli scribes chronicled the 
oldest history book for Mankind on earth, supervised by the Creator 
YHWH.  He recorded many referenced timeless verses in His divine 
Torah-Bible. Subsequently Christian denominations will not properly 
investigate the last book of Revelation of God’s Word for modern Israel. 
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This extensive revelation is greatly expanded in 18 chapters of 
Revelation, which explain God’s Wrath is shorter than seven years? 
(Rev. 9:5 – 150 / 20 = 7.5 days) The last word in Revelation “Saints” is still 
a mystery because ignorant theologians believe they are that “event”.  
Pearl #212 Forgotten Videos - A) Bible,  B) Religion,  C) Science Question. 
The other rail is linked to Grandfathers to discover true History with 
cosmic science Laws found in any old Torah-Bible. Yet Truth is well 
preserved but misunderstood by Christian theologians trusting in fake 
science like a picture of three (3) monkeys that don’t see, hear & talk. 
I bought a video Sound of Music analogous to Yeshua who will 
marry either a Baroness - Israel or Maria a nun - Saints with seven (7) 
children like matching Probation to live in a foreign land. But dating 
seven days of divine Wrath stated in Revelation: it will wind up 
Western Civilization with a New World Order ruled by Yeshua until 
the Daleth Time Dimension is burned in a prophesied Lake of Fire.  
The Torah-Bible revealed the Big Bang theory, which is not possible 
without intelligence, to tell which direction to go, to expand or shrink? 
Many cultures have forgotten true science and knowledge; thus 1000 
videos are no longer allowed on YouTube? The atheistic Elite is 
destroying worldwide cloned GMO food seeds. They only permit 
deceptive fake Physics-Metaphysics that discontinue the Thermo-
dynamic Laws and perpetual motion Rules visible in nature. They 
forbid a blue light filter on solar panels that would give more output. 
Consequently a government science department, like Stanford 
University - SLAC or dead CERN, never taught free infinite Energy 
buried in nature, which is linked to a new postulated Atom theory 
with a mathematic formula ∞ E = m (+∞C/–∞C)2. Why suppress free 
Electricity for 100 years, or split ocean water to get unlimited 
Hydrogen gas with a resonance frequency (Pearl #240), receiving 
benefits of magnetic Water not allowed (Pearl #131). Maybe a filter of 
solar panels could be linked to a rainbow with seven colors (Rev. 4:3) 
to compete with free energy of UREE motors? They no longer teach 
Physics on a modern Web obsoleting unrestricted power, batteries, 
capacitors or crystal micro speakers invented recently by Dr. Heil? 
Why generate most electricity by dangerous Uranium in nuclear 
fissions and not utilize a safer Thorium element, or magnets with 
flywheels? They would perhaps produce the same energy if linked to 
limitless Gravity coming from space combined with magnetism? 

FEMA used microwaves to modify the Jet Stream causing current 
destructive events like earthquakes, draughts or bogus planets, as our 
earth is flat and not a globe. Broadcasting 40 years of phony Moon 
walks and displayed a fake Hubble space telescope on public TV. 
They obliterate the environment of the earth so that cloned seeds 
don’t germinate, which changed GMO Technology? Why forbid 
free Electric Energy suppressed for 100 years? It could be converted 
to infinite light linked to Fraunhofer spectral lines which are 
postulated in an Atom theory. (Gen. 1:3) The speed of light will change 
all the laws in nature joined to the last Jubilee on earth ending “Time”. 
A Torah-Bible has more information available of Yeshua’s Kingdom 
please read amended Babushka egg Pearls of a new Jod Dimension.           
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Part 2. Probation for Mortals (John 5) 
The Creator YHWH appointed a Jonah-II to chronicle the Endtime 
(Dan. 12:1) and forecast an Apocalypse date quoting the Torah-Bible 
like adonijah – Lord is Jehovah (Zech. 14:9) worth a few inspirations. 
(Mal. 4:1-ff, Rom. 8:28, 12:2, Matt. 28:19) But there is bigger problem in 
heaven. (Rev. 12:7-10) The Archangel Michael is fighting a war with 
Lucifer who loses, thus is thrown to Earth receiving God’s Wrath. 
(Rev.20:1-3) It is linked to the last Jubilee of Yeshua’s Kingdom to 
prepare Mankind to live forever in the Jod Dimension. Consequently, 
the next generation will see Yeshua riding on a heavenly white horse 
of an eternal King (Rev.19:11-16) to lead His domain, a new Creation.  
To sum-up the main foretold points of the last Pearl concerning the 
coming World Judgment; please follow the Plan for Mankind - what 
will happen to you, as millions of people will die by Divine Law. It 
will be similarly, like only one family survived Noah’s Flood (2288BC).  

Hence equally most mortals will receive Probation during Yeshua’s 
Kingdom ending in the new Jod universe. It is revealed in Revelation 
(not written for Christians) and very short like a paradox explained in 
longer 18 - chapter linked to Ten Commandments of Good & Evil? 
(Exod. 20:1-20) Please read some verses to be convinced on probation? 
Many Pastors trusting in falsified denomination will soon agree with 
me as stated in HANS =12 in every Torah-Bible. (5-Heh+7-Daleth)    
1.) Seven Ages of Creation (Gen. 1:1)  
2.) Seven Seals (Rev. 6:1) 
3.)  Seven Thunders (Rev. 10:1) 
4.)  Seven Bowls (Rev. 16:1) 
5.)  Seven Days of YHWH Wrath (Rev. 17:1) 

 

Thus Probation is hidden (not known by theologians) as the “Time” 
in heaven is running 20x faster as explained in 20+1 days? (Dan. 10:4) 
1) Ananias and his wife Sapphira lied to the Holy Spirit (Acts 5:1-11) that 

missed Probation after Death is identical to a ‘Green Card’' video? 
2) A good woman, Dora, died and was resurrected by Peter (Acts 9:36-43) 
3) Yeshua resurrected Yairus little girl. (Mark 5:35-43) 
4) Yeshua resurrected his friend Lazarus. (John 11: 38-44)   
5) The prophet Elijah resurrected a little boy. (1 King 17:21-22)  
6) The witch of Endor called up the dead prophet Samuel (1Sam. 28:3-25) 
7) The prophet Ezekiel speaks to dry bones of a field. (Ezek. 37:1-10) 

 

The Web will soon disappear and end, consequently the YouTube 
already eliminated hundreds of recent science videos. Therefore the 
Creator YHWH planned what he wanted, linked to a Torah-Bible 
described in Babushka egg concept Pearls. It is revealed in current 
events and finalize in a divine prophecy for a future Mankind. Yeshua 
has two offices: in the Daleth Dimension as King of Kings - Lord of 
Lords and is the author of all Jod - Life. Revelation recorded the last 
warnings of Two Witnesses soon to arrive from heaven (1260 / 20 = 63), 
living thousands years still kept alive. (Rev. 11:2-3) They will announce 
that Yeshua is ready in 70 days (63+7) to start His Kingdom which 
dated (7) Holy days between Equinoxes on a New Hebrew calendar. 
Please, check every day the NEWS in Jerusalem or many Bible verses?       
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The New Kingdom is Totally Different (Pearl #215) 
The Apocalypse will end by an invasion of million angels in space-
vehicles. John 5 explains why there is Evil and perhaps why there’s 
Probation? The story opens with awful sick man being healed. It is 
similar to a video, Pretty Woman, as Yeshua is meeting a resurrected 
Saint to discuss all the mistakes made through Life, hence merry her. 
Besides unite Israel (corporation) and be separated by Ten UN 
nations (10-year lawyer) after the Apocalypse. He will counter a future 
personal plan for her to live happy and worship the Creator YHWH. 
Please read the last amended Pearl #142 & 215, Babushka Egg Concept 
Book #2, Mystery of Tammuz 17 [p. 239] parallel to HANS. (10 + 7)      

1. After Yeshua’s Resurrection lasting 50 days, he will tell Mankind’s 
future world events to eliminate eight (8) of Ten Commandments 
from Moses by divine Laws leaving two (2) laws for Eternity.  

2. Therefore “Evil” will be hidden from future generations to experience 
forgotten Life, survive without wars, conflict, police and hospitals. 

3. A new society will be created with fantastic economy obsoleting 
money or ownership during His Kingdom and Jod Dimension.  

4. YHWH allows only one true religion to worship him and unite a 
future education system divinely taught for a superior civilization. 

5. Mankind consequently will speak once more “One language” like 
before the confusion of Babel recorded in scripture. (Gen. 11:1-2)   

6. Nature is fully restored to pristine conditions without recessive evil genes 
(Num.13: 33, Josh.  3:10, 5:13), which poisoned GMO causing Noah’s Flood.  

7. A resurrected Yeshua will point out that people can eat Food from 
heaven like mana designed without a digestive system.  (Rev. 22:1-5)   

8. The economy is fueled with Infinite Energy discovered in the Torah-
Bible and described in many Babushka egg concept books & Pearls.  

9. The Kingdom will be organized in a computer driverless taxi system 
of levitated minibuses without wheels. Consequently the resurrected 
Yeshua going through walls or closed doors thus obsoleted modern 
physics of natural laws to continue Life. (Luke 24:36-49, John 20:19)                        

10. Therefore every of Mankind will be separated by Good versus Evil. 
(Rev. 22:10-15) Those made righteous by the Creator will live forever 
without a Time system, hence ending in a new Jod Dimension  

11. Thank the Creator that the Apocalypse Judgement Wrath is only seven 
days long, therefore is condensed throughout 18 chapters of Revelation. 

12. YHWH loved diversity as many resurrected Saints across 6000 years 
and introduce their old cultures exhibited in Jewish kibbutz villages. 

13. A recent discovery in divine Law gives Probation to many people 
not Evil (Mark 12:25) like children who died (Pearl #300, Part 4) with the 
resurrected Saints to restart Eternal Life. (Pearl #888)  

14. Mankind will be given overlooked Probation granted by the Creator 
YHWH thus creating a bigger increase of a population spike. Pearl #126   

15. Thus  in a new heaven-earth (Rev. 21) will end “Evil” and expand with 
the 2nd Race of Yeshua of resurrected Saints in the Jod Dimension. 

16. Therefore, an infinite fellowship Gift is given to Mankind by YHWH, 
like his Son Yeshua, Messiah - King linked to two Commandments.   

17. Hence the Creator YHWH became clothed in a human mortality for a 
new universe creation to be eternally forever worshipped. (John 21:25)      
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Part 3. The Jod Dimension Revealed in the Torah-Bible?  
This is the last Babushka Egg concept Pearls postulated by Jonah-II.   
It described why mortal Mankind dying in YHWH’s Wrath of seven 
days as many people who were not evil acquired Probation. The 
Creator revealed on the first page of Genesis a world judgment when 
He created the Daleth Dimension on Earth with Time cycles of 120 
Jubilees about 6000 years and said, “It was good.” It was not 
mentioned on the (7th) seventh day, “Why”? To continue Mankind 
Yeshua added a last book Revelation creating a totally different new 
universe to reveal a huge Jod Dimension. (Rev. 21:1, Rev. 22:10-13)   
Humanity will forever live in eternity, therefore during Yeshua’s 
Kingdom all will be changed in Divine Law. Thus Death and Evil 
are obsoleted because He is the author of all Life therefore will silence 
“Evil” as stated in many Bible verses. Consequently is linked to 
Resurrection receiving Probation of quiet people and special Saints. 
Thus Revelation (not meant for Christians) will confuse theologians 
trusting in false denominations finalized in seven days of 18 chapters 
matching the Wrath of YHWH. Followers are taught in church that 
the Apocalypse is seven years of a pre-middle-post tribulation not 
accepting that “Time” in heaven is 20x faster than on a Daleth Earth.   
The new universe is populated with Saints having families again. But 
many people receive Probation after the Great Resurrection as good 
& evil is not established for everyone. (Pearl #126) Perhaps Probation 
will house millions people in many today’s cities with empty 
apartments and vacant skyscrapers now banned in YouTube videos? 
The Yeshua’s prophesied Kingdom will start a pyramid Temple 
facility (Ezek. 40 - 45) to close the Endtime of the Daleth Dimension; 
will burn in a fiery Sea. Thus Cherubim angels who serve and guard 
the Temple area is described by the prophet Ezekiel with four faces: 
that of man, lion, ox and eagle. (Ezek. 10:14-22)    

Hence worldwide many languages are reduced to “one” like before 
the confusion at Babel. (Zeph. 3:19) Also future Mankind and animals 
will eat no meat as Death is obsoleted (Rev. 22:1-7), linked to an eternal 
bodies is totally redesigned without digestive systems. Thus Money 
will finally disappear, no more hospitals, prisons or police stations are 
built, and horrible world armies eliminated. It is recorded that the Sun 
and Moon no longer exist which is produced by infinite energy to 
fuel a hi-tech civilization in Jod dimension. Hereafter strange lights 
will universally radiate from walls or streets to restore nature with a 
different environment of Physics – Metaphysics for a new universe.        
Hence His Apocalypse passed the spring Equinox as more current 
events are viewed connected to a short Wrath. Therefore the Star of 
Bethlehem will be seen again, being a big golden satellite City like a 
traveling residence for the Creator YHWH? There are two Cities, one 
on a Daleth earth (Rev. 18, NYC?), more are found in a new universe. 
(Rev. 21: 9-27) Many people, maybe you will forever honor the Creator 
YHWH and worship His Son Yeshua in His Kingdom, linked to a 
Jod Dimension stated in Babushka Egg Concept Books and Pearls.     


